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Abstract The adoption of the IP protocol for serving di-
verse applications arises the need for mechanisms to pre-
vent network congestion in scenarios with different traffic
types (responsive and unresponsive) sharing limited network
resources. To deal with this issue, a number of algorithms
for active queue management (AQM) have been proposed.
However, most of them do not observe the traffic type and
usually disregard this knowledge. In this way, the provided
service could not comply with the distinctive requirements
of the different type of traffic, such as VoIP services, which
demand bounded packet latency and loss rate.

This paper proposes a new approach to be applied for
preventing network congestion in AQM routers. Our scheme
includes a procedure for selecting the packet to be dropped
that improves the fairness among different classes of flows.
We evaluate the use of this approach on distinct AQM
schemes in scenarios with different degrees of UDP and
TCP traffic mix. Objective and subjective performance mea-
surements are reported. The experimental evaluation indi-
cates that our approach improves the fairness among dif-
ferent traffic classes without using any packet scheduler. In
fact, it also improves the VoIP traffic performance in terms
of packet dropping probability, MOS (Mean Opinion Sco-
re) and intelligibility. We also show that our approach has
no negative impact on the packet delay. Moreover, it is not
achieved at the expense of TCP responsive traffic.
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1 Introduction

Almost universally accepted for short and medium term, the
IP protocol is considered to be the convergence technol-
ogy for interconnecting networks. All kinds of applications,
ranging from pervasive computing and multimedia to more
traditional ones, are envisaged as IP users. In consequence,
IP-based convergence technology supports a wide variety of
service types, with very different traffic characteristics and
quality requirements. Most of these applications are based
either on the TCP protocol, which reacts to packet losses to
avoid network congestion, or on the UDP protocol, which
does not react to packet losses at all. This large variety of
traffic flows contending for the same network resources im-
poses interesting challenges on the conveying networks.

One of the critical challenges facing IP-based technolo-
gies is the question of preventing network congestion. To
deal with this problem, a number of algorithms have been
described, most of them relying on the Random Early Detec-
tion (RED) [1] queue management approach. RED gateways
drop or mark each arriving packet with a certain probabil-
ity, where the exact probability is a function of the average
queue size.

In general terms, AQM schemes prevent congestion by
dropping or marking packets at the output queue in the
designated router. However, these schemes typically disre-
gard the traffic type information of the packets in the output
queue. The present paper proposes a new approach to be
applied in AQM schemes that considers the traffic type in
selecting the packet to be dropped. We assume that a single
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output AQM queue is used for both responsive and unre-
sponsive traffic. As explained below, the scheme described
observes the network traffic in the queue and, in accordance,
selects the packet to be dropped from the traffic class with
the highest router memory consumption.

The designed algorithms have been evaluated by means
of network simulations in various scenarios with different
degrees of UDP and TCP traffic mix.

For VoIP traffic we assess the performance in terms of
Quality of Service (QoS) as well as the associated Quality
of Experience (QoE). The latter performance metric is eval-
uated bearing in mind that merely providing excellent low-
level QoS is useless if this is not correlated with the (high-
level) end user’s satisfaction. Like [2], we report the impact
of the proposed scheme for VoIP traffic on the Mean Opin-
ion Score (MOS) scale. To complete the evaluation, in some
illustrative experiments, we estimate the QoE in terms of in-
telligibility. For this purpose, we additionally provide scores
of an automatic speech recognizer located at the receiver’s
premises.

The experimental evaluation indicates that the proposed
algorithm significantly improves the fairness among the dis-
tinct traffic classes without needing any packet scheduler.
Moreover, it improves the VoIP traffic performance in terms
of packet dropping probability, MOS and intelligibility with-
out penalizing responsive traffic.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Sect. 2 provides a concise overview of the most relevant
AQM approaches. Section 3 describes the proposed selec-
tive packet dropping algorithm. In the light of the simu-
lations made, Sect. 4 assesses the performance of the pro-
posed approach. We provide both network-level QoS mea-
surements (in terms of fairness, packet delay and loss prob-
ability) and user-level VoIP QoE evaluation (MOS scores).
In this section, intelligibility test based on Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) scores are provided for comparison with
the reference system. Finally, the main conclusions are sum-
marized in Sect. 5.

2 Active queue management

Active Queue Management is a class of packet queuing al-
gorithms that is intended to prevent network congestion. It
uses a probabilistic approach for reacting to congestion con-
ditions. Previous works on congestion avoidance gateways
like the Early Random Drop (ERD) [3] and DECbit sche-
mes [4] preceded the seminal paper of Random Early De-
tection algorithm (RED) [1]. RED gateways drop or mark
each arriving packet with a certain probability, whereby the
exact probability is a monotonically increasing function of
the average queue size. The main drawbacks of this scheme
are that under some circumstances RED could react slowly,

and that its effectiveness is heavily dependent on the set-
ting of its parameters. Adaptive approaches have been pro-
posed to cope with these issues, such as the Adaptive RED
(ARED) [5] and the Proportional-Differential RED (PD-
RED) [6]. ARED increases or decreases the RED dropping
probability in accordance with the traffic workload, to keep
the average queue occupancy within an objective range. PD-
RED uses a Proportional-Differential controller to adjust the
dropping probability according to the average error and the
target queue sizes. Nevertheless, since these methods only
consider queue occupancy, they do not maximize the use of
the output link capacity.

Besides RED-based approaches, there exist a number of
more recent systems that also calculate the dropping prob-
abilities as a function of the queue length, like the Fast
and Autonomic Fuzzy AQM Controller [7]. This scheme in-
cludes a robust fuzzy logic algorithm and a self-configuring
mechanism for lowering the queue occupancy and, accord-
ingly for reducing the packets end-to-end delay.

Two other schemes that detect the congestion by moni-
toring the incoming traffic or the loss rate are the Adaptive
Virtual Queue (AVQ) [8] and GREEN [9]. The operation of
the AVQ scheme is based on a virtual queue whose capacity
depends on the arriving packets rate. Alternatively, GREEN
adjusts the congestion notification rate based on a estimation
of the incoming rate and the average output capacity.

Other AQM approaches calculate the packet dropping
probability as a function of not only the queue size, but the
arriving traffic rate or the loss ratio metrics. For example,
Random Exponential Marking (REM) [10] and RaQ [11].
The REM system makes use of an exponential probability
to adjust the queue length. It uses a price function which
is calculated as function of the queue size and the incom-
ing packet rate. It stabilizes the incoming rate to the link
capacity, and thus the queue size is consequently reduced.
RaQ stabilizes the queue length by using control theory con-
cepts. Basically, it uses a dual loop feedback control system
that uses Proportional rate and Proportional-Integral queue
length controls.

In general, the aforementioned AQM schemes do not take
into account the responsive behavior of the involved traffic
sources. If responsive and unresponsive flows (e.g., TCP and
UDP sources) are mixed in a single queue, the mentioned
AQM schemes undistinguishing react to congestion, regard-
less the responsive nature of the involved traffic. It is ex-
pected that the problem would be alleviated if the algorithm
considers the different traffic classes. In accordance with
this idea, low complexity algorithms that use per flow-state
information have been proposed. For instance, Flow Ran-
dom Early Drop (FRED, [12]) and Approximate Fair Drop-
ping (AFD, [13]). Additionally, the Dynamic Class Based
Thresholds (D-CBT, [14]) method prevents congestion by
using flow classification and applying distinct policies ac-
cording to the given flow class.
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There do exist, moreover, algorithms that solve the mo-
nopolization of bandwidth without considering per-flow-
state information. Core-Stateless Fair Queuing (CSFQ, [15])
and Rainbow Fair Queuing (RFQ, [16]) are representative
algorithms in this group. They both provide a high level of
fairness, but they need the collaboration of core and edge
routers. To this end, the edge routers label each packet
with information that is used at the core routers to calcu-
late the dropping probability. Despite of both provide flow
level fairness, they cannot satisfy the real-time requirements
of some flows, as demanded by interactive VoIP streams.
To overcome this drawback, the Jitter Detection algorithm
(JD, [17]) categorizes the packets into two classes, TCP and
UDP. The TCP class is handled by the RED algorithm and
the UDP class is managed under the JD scheme. The latter
scheme calculates the UDP dropping probability as an expo-
nential smoothing function of the packet delay. The RED-
Worcester scheme [18] uses an exponential smoothing of
the instantaneous values of the suggested delays to adjust
the dropping probability. In this way, it adapts the average
queue occupancy to a target range, taking into account each
packet’s requirements. Alternatively, a novel modification to
CHOKe (CHOose and keep for responsive flows, CHOose
and kill for unresponsive flows, [19]), called PUNSI has
been proposed [20]. PUNSI computes the dropping proba-
bility of TCP packets similarly to RED, and uses additional
policies when the incoming packet belongs to an UDP flow.
In spite of this differentiated treatment, the policy applied to
benefit TCP streams strongly penalizes the UDP flows.

3 The Drop-Sel victim selection algorithm

Whenever an AQM scheme determines that a packet has to
be marked or dropped, it executes a victim selection algo-
rithm to choose the packet to mark or discard. For the sake
of simplicity, in this work we will assume that the adopted
policy is to drop packets instead of marking.

The selection algorithms are as simple as selecting the
last, the first, or a random packet from the queue. Those al-
gorithms will be referred hereafter to as Drop-Tail, Drop-
Front and Drop-Random, respectively. Most AQM schemes
use this kind of mechanisms to select the packet to be
dropped. However, this decision may lead to an unfair traf-
fic treatment-providing unbalanced loss rates- and possibly,
it may underutilize the network resources.

Additionally, another matter of concern for VoIP flows
is the average packet queuing delay. If the end-to-end delay
of a VoIP packet is greater than 300 ms, it is considered a
loss. Moreover, the quality of a VoIP flow depends heavily
on the average packet delay [21], and therefore it is crucial
to minimize it. In this respect, previous research has shown
that the Drop-Front scheme is better at reducing the aver-
age queuing delay [22, 23]. Despite this benefit, however,

the selection scheme does not discriminate between flows,
and as a result, a class of traffic may have a higher chance to
be selected and be forced to have less than its fair share of
bandwidth. A more effective victim selection algorithm can
be envisaged if the selection is made regarding the class of
traffic to which the packet belongs. In doing so, better per-
formance for all the involved traffic classes can be hopefully
obtained without needing the use of any extra scheduler.

We propose a victim selection algorithm, referred to here-
after as Drop-Sel. Our aim is to improve the fairness and to
provide, if possible, an overall better network utilization.

Drop-Sel avoids a packet scheduler that uses multiple
output queues, using a same single queue for every type
of traffic. The main purpose behind Drop-Sel is to provide
a fair service for responsive and unresponsive sources that
whenever it would be feasible will improve the QoS and
QoE of VoIP applications.

Given that the packet flows with the highest workload are
the main contributors to the congestion episode, our scheme
simply identifies packets belonging to such traffic class, and
singles them out in order to protect the other flows. Thus,
this algorithm penalizes the sources with the highest queue
occupancy, assigning them a higher probability of being dis-
carded. As a result, a differentiated treatment for each packet
based on their traffic class is provided.

In this work, similarly to [14], we will consider three
classes of traffic: interactive non-responsive UDP real-time
class (VoIP flows), other non real-time UDP flows, and fi-
nally the TCP class.

To provide a fair dispatching service, Drop-Sel main-
tains, for each traffic class, a count of the enqueued packets
specified in bytes. Drop-Sel will select the packet nearest to
the front of the queue from the traffic class with the high-
est count. Therefore, when a packet arrives at the queue, it
is classified as real-time (VoIP), other UDP (O-UDP here-
after), or elastic (TCP), and the counter is updated accord-
ingly. Concurrently, the packet is enqueued or dropped with
a probability that depends on the AQM discipline. If the
AQM algorithm decides to drop the packet, it executes the
victim selection algorithm. To do this, the real-time, other
UDP and TCP counters are compared in order to determine
the class with the highest queue occupancy. Then, the algo-
rithm looks for the packet within the selected class that is
nearest to the front of the queue, and drops it. In Fig. 1, the
Drop-Sel procedure is summarized in a simple flow-chart.

Drop-Sel preferentially accepts packets from the traffic
classes with the lowest consumption of memory space in the
queue during congestion periods. Consequently, as it will be
shown, the algorithm provides better chance to the traffic
classes which consume less resources.

Specifically, the advantages of Drop-Sel are the follow-
ing. First, it only considers the instantaneous queue occu-
pancy in a per-class based approach instead of per-flow
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Fig. 1 Drop-sel flow diagram

based. In this sense, Drop-Sel is scalable. Second, for dis-
tinct traffic classes, it uses a single queue, thus it does not
require an scheduler to provide fairness. Additionally, even
if some classes do not require to use their fair share of the
networks resources (memory and bandwidth), Drop-Sel will
fairly give the unused extra resources to the other traffic
classes. Third, the sources do not need to insert extra sig-
naling information into the packet headers.

4 Drop-Sel experimental evaluation

To compare the performance of the victim selection algo-
rithms described in Sect. 3, a number of simulations were
conducted with the ns-2 simulator [24]. A set of selected
AQM schemes were evaluated under a variety of network
topologies, traffic sources, and different congestion levels as
well.

To properly assess the benefits provided by the proposed
scheme to VoIP flows, for this traffic type we measured both
network-level QoS parameters (the average packet delay and
loss rate), and user-level QoS perceptual scores.

4.1 Experimental setup

To carry out a comprehensive experimental evaluation, we
have simulated a total of three scenarios. Each scenario
(namely S1, S2, and S3) differ from another in the topology
adopted and the traffic workload assigned for each traffic
class.

For scenarios S1 and S2, we consider the standard single-
bottleneck dumbbell topology shown in Fig. 2. In this
scheme, a number of TCP, VoIP, and other non-voice UDP
flows compete for the shared resources of the AQM router
(R0). A number of FTP sources generate the TCP segments

Fig. 2 Dumbbell topology for scenarios S1 and S2

with a length equal to 1500 bytes, and the VoIP sources gen-
erate RTP packets [25] (encapsulated into UDP datagrams)
that stand for G.711 encoded voice [26]. The size of non-
voice UDP datagrams is also equal to 1500 bytes.

The simulated VoIP flows are generated using three VoIP
applications (A, B, C) with different interpacket periods and
packet sizes (see Table 1). To consider the impact of the end-
to-end latency, in scenario S1, all the VoIP applications have
equal end-to-end latency (39 ms), while in scenario S2, the
end-to-end delays range from 39 to 269 ms.

In scenario S1, the router R0 is stressed with four dif-
ferent workloads, summarized in Table 2 (cases CA1, CA2,
CA3, and CA4). For scenario S2, in which different delays
were considered, we simulate four extra cases (labeled as
CA5, CA6, CA7, and CA8 in Table 3). In both scenarios
(S1 and S2), R0 is supposed to have a Drop-Tail RED AQM
scheme.

In the experiments of scenario S1, all the traffic sources
start at instant 0 s, and are active up to the end of the sim-
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Table 1 VoIP flows specification for dumbbell and complex topolo-
gies

Application Interpacket period Packet size

A 10 ms 92 bytes

B 30 ms 252 bytes

C 60 ms 492 bytes

Table 2 Workloads of UDP and TCP traffic flows for scenario S1

Case VoIP O-UDP Total UDP TCP

CA1 25% 50% 75% 25%

CA2 50% 25% 75% 25%

CA3 25% 25% 50% 50%

CA4 12% 12% 24% 76%

Table 3 Workloads of UDP and TCP traffic flows for scenario S2

Case VoIP O-UDP Total UDP TCP

CA5 47% 36% 83% 17%

CA6 54% 19% 73% 27%

CA7 13% 52% 65% 35%

CA8 29% 6% 35% 65%

ulation (500 s). On the contrary, in S2, all the sources were
modeled using ON/OFF traffic patterns. The ON period for
the VoIP application lasts 180 seconds, while the OFF pe-
riod lasts 100 seconds [27]. The FTP traffic follows a Pareto
distribution with a shape parameter of k = 1.4, an average
ON period equal to 2 seconds, and an OFF period that fol-
lows an exponential distribution with an average duration of
1 second [28]. Finally, for the other UDP applications the
ON period lasts 300 seconds, and the OFF period lasts 200
seconds. Each traffic generator starts sending packets with
a uniform random probability during the first 15 seconds of
the simulation. In this way, assuming that the different flows
are not synchronized, a number of congestion periods are
randomly generated. To complete the evaluation, we define
a third scenario (S3), in which we also consider a more real-
istic topology with multiple links. The simulated topology,
shown in Fig. 3, consists of a total of 7 routers (labeled as R0
through R6) and 4 sink nodes (labeled as NF1 through NF4).
The links bandwidths are all set to 10 Mbps, with the excep-
tion of links R2-R3 and R5-R6: to cause network congestion
at the AQM nodes (R2 and R5), the R2-R3 link bandwidth
is restricted to 3.5 Mbps and the bandwidth of the R5-R6
link is set equal to 4.5 Mbps. Therefore, R2-R3 and R5-R6
are the “bottleneck” links (L1 and L2 in Fig. 3). Since the
remaining links have enough capacity to cope with the gen-
erated traffic, no extra queuing delays will be introduced.

Table 4 Workloads of UDP and TCP traffic flows for scenario S3

Case VoIP O-UDP Total UDP TCP

CA9 12% 39% 51% 49%

CA10 12% 21% 33% 67%

A set of TCP and UDP sources were also arranged for this
topology. In particular, for S3 we adopt the workloads sum-
marized in Table 4. The VoIP, FTP, and other UDP applica-
tions are modeled as ON/OFF traffic sources (as in scenario
S2). The number of sources is set according to the relative
distribution analyzed in [29].

The simulated flows go from the sources connected to a
router towards one of the sink nodes. More specifically, from
router R0 to NF1, from R1, R2, and R5 to NF2, from R3 to
NF3, and from R4 to NF4.

4.2 Drop-Sel fairness evaluation

In this section we evaluate and discuss the impact of includ-
ing the Drop-Sel victim selection procedure in RED, AVQ,
REM. In particular, we examine its impact on the average
throughput for the considered traffic classes (TCP, VoIP and
other competing UDP) under different workload conditions.
As main result we anticipate that Drop-Sel improves the
overall fairness among the traffic classes even when the traf-
fic load is mostly generated by unresponsive sources (VoIP
and UDP) without punishing TCP responsive sources.

First, we show in Fig. 4 the average input and output
throughput for each of the simulated victim selection algo-
rithms at R0, for the RED scheme and scenario S1 (cases
CA1, CA2, CA3 and CA4 of Table 2). We can observe
clearly that, in case CA1 (Fig. 4a), it is shown that Drop-
Tail and Drop-Front schemes are not fair. On the contrary,
Drop-Sel tends to make equal the output throughput for the
three traffic classes regardless of the responsive nature of
the contending sources. Similarly, for case CA2 in scenario
S1 (Table 2) in which TCP and O-UDP flows compete with
predominant VoIP flows, we observe that Drop-Sel equates
the VoIP bandwidth consumption (34%) to TCP (35% ) and
O-UDP (31%) traffic (Fig. 4b). In addition, for cases CA3
and CA4 (Fig. 4c and 4d) in which TCP sources respec-
tively generate the 50% and 76% of the traffic load, Drop-
Sel does not significantly penalize the TCP sources. It can
be explained because of the responsive nature of the TCP
sources. For TCP sources, when Drop-Sel drops a packet,
the sending rate adapts to the available bandwidth. This way,
the presence of TCP packets in the queue further decreases
and, consequently, Drop-Sel reduces the probability of se-
lecting a TCP packet as a victim.

For scenario S2, in which a dumbbell topology with dif-
ferent end-to-end delays is considered, Drop-Sel also im-
proves the fairness between the traffic classes. To show this
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Fig. 3 Complex topology for
scenario S3

Fig. 4 Average throughput for victim selection algorithms in S1, for cases CA1, CA2, CA3 and CA4

we have considered the impact on the average performance
when RED is adopted. These results are depicted in Figs. 5a,
5b, 5c, and 5d (cases CA5, CA6, CA7, and CA8 of Table 3).

As a first result, it can be observed that the TCP through-
put obtained with Drop-Sel is higher or equal than the result-
ing throughput of the other schemes (Fig. 5). This occurs for
cases CA5, CA6, and CA7, because TCP is not severely pe-
nalized since the UDP or VoIP packets occupy the majority
of the queue. Consequently, TCP packets are discarded less
often, the TCP sources do not notice the congestion, and

they do not drop their sending rate. When TCP dominates
(case CA8), it can be checked that VoIP and O-UDP obtains
the bandwidth that they require, without harming the TCP
traffic, since their throughput is lower than the proportional
share (Fig. 5d).

Note that, since the packets are generated with a random
pattern, the output throughput does not achieve the exact dis-
tribution between the traffic sources. Nevertheless, note in
Fig. 5 that Drop-Sel results in a more equitable use of the
bandwidth than Drop-Tail and Drop-Front.
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Fig. 5 Average throughput for victim selection algorithms in scenario S2, for cases CA5, CA6, CA7 and CA8

From these results we can conclude that, with the use of
Drop-Sel, the TCP traffic is not significantly penalized and
the VoIP and O-UDP traffic approaches an equitative share
of the throughput.

Drop-Sel can also improve the fairness in other AQM
schemes. To provide some insights, we consider for exam-
ple the impact on the average throughput in AVQ and REM.
For instance, Fig. 6a corresponds to case CA6 of scenario
S2 (see Table 3) in which the generated VoIP traffic load
dominates (54%), while O-UDP and TCP sources respec-
tively generate the 19% and 27% of the overall load. In this
case, when AVQ adopts Drop-Tail scheme, the VoIP traf-
fic approximately gets a double bandwidth share compared
to TCP. However, Drop-Sel respectively provides 40% and
39% of the bandwidth for TCP and VoIP flows, while O-
UDP sources get what they need (21%). Similarly, Drop-Sel
equitable behavior is also hold for REM scheme, as shown in
Fig. 6b for case CA7 in which other UDP traffic load domi-
nates.

As conclusion, the obtained results indicate that Drop-Sel
is TCP-friendly since it improves the fairness for RED, AVQ
and REM AQM schemes, when different traffic sources
compete for the same network resources without noticeable
impact on responsive sources even under traffic conditions
for which TCP sources dominate.

To finish the Drop-Sel fairness evaluation, we now con-
sider the PUNSI AQM scheme [20]. PUNSI was specifically
designed for dealing with unresponsive flows. It prevents
that unresponsive flows monopolize the available bandwidth
and harm responsive sources. PUNSI penalizes unrespon-
sive flows with a probability higher than those from respon-
sive sources in accordance with its burstiness.

We simulate the PUNSI scheme for case CA2 in scenario
S1 (Table 2). In this case, because PUNSI only considers
two different classes, VoIP and O-UDP flows are aggregated
into one traffic class. In Fig. 7a we plot the PUNSI input
and output throughputs, and for comparison purposes we
also depict results from RED with Drop-Sel and Drop-Tail.
Note that, since PUNSI does not differentiate between types
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Fig. 6 Average throughput for victim selection algorithms in scenario S2, for AVQ and REM schemes

of UDP packets, the O-UDP traffic is penalized. On the
other hand, Drop-Sel RED provides O-UDP sources with
the throughput they need, achieving an equitable distribu-
tion between VoIP and TCP at the same time.

For better clarification we consider a final scenario in
which the unresponsive UDP sources generate the over-
all 66% of workload. Fig. 7b shows the results obtained.
As it can be seen, whenever unresponsive traffic dominates
PUNSI drastically penalizes it, whereas Drop-Sel RED pro-
vides a fairness share.

4.3 Drop-Sel network-level QoS evaluation

The provided QoS in VoIP applications strongly depends on
the end-to-end packet delay. For each packet, the network
dynamics, and more specifically, the router queue waiting
time intervals, have a significant influence on the end-to-end
latency.

4.3.1 Packet delay

In [22] it is shown that the probability of a packet being
delayed longer than a given value in a system with front
dropping is lesser than or equal to that in a system with
rear dropping. Therefore, Drop-Sel discards the packet (for
the selected traffic class) nearest to the front of the queue.
In this way, the dropped packet generates an empty slot, a
queue shift and, consequently a reduction of the queue wait-
ing time for all the packets behind it. Front dropping thus
leads to an overall end-to-end delay reduction, what is par-
ticularly significant for VoIP traffic given that it decreases
the number of useless packets at the receiver. Additionally,
note that for responsive sources front dropping accelerates
the congestion detection and, implicitly its reaction.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the end-to-end packet delay for each of the con-
sidered victim selection algorithms. In this case, we assume
that RED AQM is adopted. Four different traffic workloads
are considered (cases CA1, CA2, CA3 and CA4, see Ta-
ble 2). In Fig. 8a it can be seen that Drop-Sel reduces the
end-to-end latency compared to the other victim selection
procedures. Similar trend is observed for cases CA2, CA3,
and CA4 in Figs. 8b, 8c, and 8d. This behavior can be ex-
plained because Drop-Sel effectively reduces the average
queue delay (see Table 5) and selects the proper traffic class
to be dropped, independently of the load conditions. In spite
of Drop-Front always drops the nearest packet to the out-
put of the queue, it provides greater average end-to-end de-
lay compared to Drop-Sel. For instance, in cases CA3 and
CA4 (Figs. 8c and 8d) although TCP traffic load dominates,
Drop-Front potentially reduces the responsive traffic drop-
ping rate to prevent congestion. This fact further increases
the TCP sources rate, increasing the queue occupancy, and
rising the average queuing delay.

Therefore, we conclude that Drop-Sel improves the QoS
for VoIP traffic classes regardless the traffic load. Addition-
ally, note from Fig. 4 that Drop-Sel does not noticeably dis-
miss the throughput of the other (responsive and unrespon-
sive) contending sources.

4.3.2 Packet loss probability

In general terms and, for VoIP traffic in particular, it is also
important to evaluate the loss rate because of the final expe-
rienced quality will also depend on this parameter. There
are two events that cause packet losses: first, packets are
dropped in the AQM router for notifying and preventing
congestion; and secondly, useless packets—those which ac-
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Fig. 7 Average throughput for victim selection algorithms in RED and PUNSI schemes

Fig. 8 Cumulative distribution fraction of VoIP packet delay in scenario S1, for the RED scheme
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Table 5 Average delay in scenario S1 (dumbbell topology)

Case Victim selection algorithms

Drop-Tail Drop-Front Drop-Sel

Queuing End-to-end End-to-end Queuing End-to-end End-to-end Queuing End-to-end End-to-end

delay (ms) delay (ms) variance delay (ms) delay (ms) variance delay (ms) delay (ms) variance

CA1 83 123 22 × 10−3 68 108 42 × 10−3 65 105 40 × 10−3

CA2 84 124 19 × 10−3 71 111 42 × 10−3 67 107 48 × 10−3

CA3 71 110 17 × 10−2 75 114 34 × 10−3 55 94 13 × 10−2

CA4 58 97 25 × 10−2 73 112 83 × 10−2 51 91 12 × 10−2

Table 6 VoIP packets loss rates for scenario S2 (dumbbell topology)

Case AQM Schemes

RED RED RED AVQ AVQ AVQ REM REM REM

DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel

CA5 R0 queue (%) 21.03 23.79 54.01 2.36 24.19 29.37 5.23 26.45 53.21

final user (%) 11.94 7.13 4.33 0.07 0.40 0.57 7.91 5.88 3.90

Total 32.97 30.92 58.34 2.43 24.59 29.94 13.14 32.33 57.11

CA6 R0 queue (%) 7.88 11.59 48.17 1.26 16.57 38.94 3.17 16.98 47.82

final user (%) 14.19 13.29 5.60 0.12 0.19 0.69 9.05 11.99 5.26

Total 22.07 24.88 53.77 1.38 16.76 39.63 12.22 28.97 53.08

CA7 R0 queue (%) 8.80 16.14 0.00 0.35 15.51 0.00 2.22 13.64 0.74

final user (%) 11.84 11.78 4.24 0.43 0.39 0.00 8.71 6.23 1.41

Total 20.64 27.92 4.24 0.78 15.90 0.00 10.93 19.87 2.15

CA8 R0 queue (%) 1.21 4.31 0.26 0.18 5.80 0.02 0.72 5.56 0.28

final user (%) 5.63 11.29 3.23 0.12 0.07 0.10 4.04 8.19 2.89

Total 6.84 15.60 3.49 0.30 5.87 0.12 4.76 13.75 3.17

cumulate end-to-end delay greater than 300 ms—are also
dropped at the final users.

To show the impact of AQM packet victim selection pro-
cedures on VoIP packet loss probability, Table 6 provides the
obtained results for different traffic workloads in the dumb-
bell topology. In this case, the results for the different cases
of scenario S2 are reported. In terms of the overall loss prob-
ability, RED is the least suitable scheme for all the VoIP traf-
fic rates considered. It achieves the slowest reaction to con-
gestion. In consequence, the average enqueuing time is high
and, therefore, the loss rate at the final user is significantly
increased. For instance, in case CA6 the Drop-Tail RED rate
of useless packets at the final user is 14.19%. However, with
the AVQ and REM algorithms, this value falls to 0.12% and
9.05%, respectively.

Furthermore, results for cases CA7 and CA8 of Table 6
indicate that Drop-Sel reduces the total VoIP loss rate at
the final user. It can be explained because of Drop-Sel pro-
duces the lowest queuing delay for this traffic, given that

TCP sources dominates and accordingly they are the most
penalized, reducing thus the queue occupancy.

In addition, we can conclude that if VoIP flows are not
taking more than their fair share, Drop-Sel minimizes the
queue drop rate. For this situation, Drop-Sel offers potential
performance guarantees for VoIP traffic class without con-
sidering explicit resource reservation approach. For exam-
ple, in case CA7 Drop-Tail RED produces a queue drop rate
of 8.80%, Drop-Sel RED reduces it to 0.00%. If cases CA7
and CA8 are considered for REM and AVQ, interestingly,
note that again the Drop-Sel method leads to improvements
both in the drop rate at the AQM router and in that of useless
packets at the final user.

On the other hand, if VoIP sources dominates the traffic
load, Drop-Sel will severely penalize it. This is because of
the Drop-Sel TCP-friendly fairness property. We shall now
see the consequences of this trend for VoIP traffic. For in-
stance, for case CA6, Drop-Tail RED dropping rate is equal
to 7.88%, whereas Drop-Sel raises it up to 48.17%.
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Table 7 VoIP packets loss rates for scenario S3 (complex topology)

Case AQM Schemes

RED RED RED AVQ AVQ AVQ REM REM REM

DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel

CA9 R2 queue (%) 1.44 5.16 0.00 0.05 5.65 0.01 0.47 4.81 0.10

R5 queue (%) 12.02 14.12 0.00 1.87 11.99 0.01 2.00 13.82 0.12

final user (%) 8.86 1.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.29 1.11 0.20

Total 22.32 21.13 0.00 1.92 17.64 0.02 10.76 19.74 0.42

CA10 R2 queue (%) 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

R5 queue (%) 9.61 12.15 0.00 2.14 11.07 0.03 1.88 10.32 0.05

final user (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 9.62 12.16 0.00 2.15 11.07 0.03 1.88 10.32 0.05

Table 7 shows the results obtained when the complex sce-
nario S3 with multiple bottleneck links are considered. As it
can be observed, the impact of AQM packet victim selection
procedures on VoIP packet loss probability, is similar to the
effects observed in the dumbbell topology.

For the reported experimental results, we can conclude
that in AQM, better fairness can be provided if the dropping
procedure observes the network traffic and selects the packet
from the heaviest traffic. Additionally, for VoIP traffic the
selection procedure can also improve the QoS in terms of
end-to-end delay and packet loss rate probability whenever
VoIP sources do not dominate the traffic load.

4.4 Perceptual evaluation of Drop-Sel

To provide a complete evaluation of the perceived quality
obtained by the proposed mechanism, we provide two mea-
sures of perceptual quality: the Mean Opinion Score and the
intelligibility level of the VoIP flows.

4.4.1 E-model quality evaluation

To assess the perceptual quality obtained with Drop-Sel, we
use the E-model and ITU-T Recommendation G.107 [30].
The E-model was initially conceived for network planning
design purposes; it predicts the subjective effect of combi-
nations of impairments using stored information on the ef-
fects of individual impairments. However, it has also been
adopted to estimate the subjective QoS perceived by the
user in many voice transmission systems. For this purpose,
the model is usually simplified for the sake of practicality.
Henceforth, we adopt the E-model setup proposed in [31],
and obtain the R factor using (1), defined as:

R = 94.2 − 0.11 · (d − 177.3) · H
− 0.024 · d − 30 · log(1 + 15 · p) (1)

where d-expressed in milliseconds- is the end-to-end aver-
age delay for VoIP packets, p is the packet loss probability,
and H shapes the delay contribution according to the fol-
lowing equation,

H =
{

0 if (d − 177.3) < 0,

1 if (d − 177.3) ≥ 0.
(2)

To provide more readable subjective evaluations, the R
factor can be mapped to MOS punctuation [30]. Figure 9
shows the MOS values obtained for different traffic load
conditions (cases CA5, CA6, CA7, CA8, CA9, and CA10
of Tables 3 and 4). In general, it can be observed that RED
obtains the lowest MOS score regardless of the VoIP traffic
load.

According to the objective evaluation reported in Tables 6
and 7, as it could be expected, AVQ provides the best sub-
jective performance. This can be explained because of AVQ
strategy reduces the queuing AQM delay and eventually the
total packet loss rate.

Excepting cases CA5 and CA6, Drop-Sel improves the
final user experienced quality for all the simulated AQM
schemes. For instance in cases CA7, CA8, CA9, and CA10
it does not just improve the fairness, but it additionally has a
noticeable positive impact on the provided subjective qual-
ity (Figs. 9c, 9d, 9e, and 9f). Note that in these cases respon-
sive or O-UDP sources dominate the traffic load. However,
when the VoIP sources cause the congestion because they
dominate the traffic load, Drop-Sel penalizes the VoIP traf-
fic (Figs. 9a and 9b). This occurs for cases CA5 and CA6,
since the generated VoIP traffic percentage is greater than
33.33% of the available bandwidth, the fair quota for every
competing type of traffic to use the 100% of the bandwidth.

The experimental evaluation shows a rational correlation
between network-level and user-level quality estimations.
We conclude, therefore, that Drop-Sel improves the fairness
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Fig. 9 E-MODEL based MOS evaluation of Drop-Front, Drop-Tail, and Drop-Sel under different traffic conditions

and the perceived quality, specially when the VoIP traffic

percentage does not damage the fair quota of the remaining

traffic. In addition, when the VoIP traffic predominates, for

scenarios in which fairness is not required and VoIP quality

is the priority, we suggest to add automatic mechanisms to

switch from Drop-Sel to other algorithm.
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4.4.2 ASR-based perceptual evaluation

Additionally, to complete our evaluation, a third alternative
score is considered to definitively establish the impact of
Drop-Sel on the end-user perceived quality.

In this section, we evaluate the goodness of the proposed
Drop-Sel mechanism by estimating the end-to-end voice in-
telligibility. To do that, we adopt an automatic speech recog-
nition engine. The end-to-end automatic continuous recog-
nition score (measured in terms of word or sentence accu-
racy rates) can be used to assess the quality of the recon-
structed speech [32, 33].

Word and sentence accuracy rates are directly related to
the final intelligibility perceived by the user. Thus, increas-
ing intelligibility is a target for any proposed voice trans-
mission algorithm. We believe this evaluation methodology
is an essential tool for testing the improvements achieved
with any proposed voice transmission scheme, on the ba-
sis of the following advantages that have been identified:
firstly, the ASR score takes into account issues that would
otherwise be difficult to measure, while no implicit model
need be adopted, as speech recognition technology is now
sufficiently mature. Additionally, it is low cost and provides
highly reproducible measures.

The recognition task employed is based on the Aurora 2
speech database [34], a corpus that consists of connected
digit sequences for American English speakers. After trans-
mission, the speech signal is processed in order to reduce
its inherent variability, and a feature extractor then seg-
ments the received speech signal into overlapped frames of
25 ms every 10 ms. Each speech frame is represented by a
14-dimension feature vector containing 13 Mel Frequency
Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) plus log-Energy. Finally,
the feature vectors are extended with their first and second
derivatives. Our speech recognizer machine is based on Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM). It uses eleven 16-state contin-
uous HMM word models (plus silence and pauses, which
have 3 and 1 states, respectively), with 3 Gaussians per
state (except silence, with 6 Gaussians per state). The HMM
models were off-line trained with a set of 8440 noise-free
sentences, while the corpus test comprised 4004 noise-free
out-of-training sentences. The above-mentioned experimen-
tal conditions were adopted for the experiments reported.

(1) Word accuracy

To evaluate the speech recognizer’s performance, we de-
fine the Word Error-Rate (WER) as:

WER = ni + ns + nd

nt

× 100 (3)

where ns is the number of substituted words, ni is the num-
ber of spurious words inserted, nd is the number of deleted

words and, nt is the overall number of words. Prior to count-
ing the substitutions, deletions and insertion errors, dynamic
programming is used to align the recognized sentence with
its correct transcription.

Based on WER, the word accuracy (WA) is defined by

WA = 100 − WER. (4)

The WA rates obtained from the simulations of case CA7
of scenario S2 are shown in Table 8. Specifically, several
TCP and O-UDP sources compete with a total of 10 VoIP
flows, generated by the 3 VoIP applications described in Ta-
ble 1. In particular, application A generates 2 flows (labeled
A1 and A2), application B generates 6 flows (B1, B2, B3,
B4, B5, and B6), and application C generates 2 flows (C1
and C2).

In general, the scores resulted from Drop-Sel outperform
those of Drop-Tail and Drop-Front. These improvements are
noteworthy for flows B4, B5, and B6, which are the farthest
sources, and which are the most prone to generate late pack-
ets. In particular, when RED is adopted, Drop-Sel improves
an average of a 51.1% the WA score obtained with Drop-
Front, and a 12.2% the score obtained with Drop-Tail for
B4, B5, and B6. This improvement achieved by Drop-Sel is
due to its lower number of VoIP packet discards at the router,
and its lower generation of late packets at the end user side.

(2) Correct-sentence rate

The correct-sentence rate provides a complementary
measure of intelligibility. A sentence is said to be correctly
recognized whenever no word insertions or word substitu-
tions are incurred.

Table 9 shows the correct-sentence rates obtained for case
CA7. As it can be seen, the Drop-Sel rates are always better
than or equal to the Drop-Tail and Drop-Front results. Thus,
we experimentally show that considering the proposed vic-
tim selection scheme improves the end-to-end intelligibility.
This fact is more significant for flows with worst quality,
that is to say, for speech flows generated at distant sources,
which are the most impaired, due to the impact of the de-
lay on the E-model MOS score. For these remote sources
the interactive nature of the speech is a major concern. For
instance, flows B4 and B5 (Table 9) obtain rates of 53.92%
and 53.52% respectively with RED Drop-Tail, whereas the
Drop-Sel scheme raises the correct sentence rate to 76.47%
and 76.72%, respectively. In Drop-Tail REM, flow B4 gets
a rate of 76.27% and flow B5, 75.79%. However, Drop-Sel
provides rates of 92.96% and 92.21% respectively, a very
significant intelligibility improvement.

Summing up, compared to other victim selection proce-
dures, after the conducted evaluation it can be concluded
that for VoIP traffic the Drop-Sel algorithm improves the
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Table 8 Word Accuracy rates of VoIP packet by flow for case CA7 in scenario S2

Flow AQM Schemes

RED RED RED AVQ AVQ AVQ REM REM REM

DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel

A1 98.58 98.18 99.02 99.02 97.88 99.02 98.96 98.31 98.99

A2 98.73 98.21 99.02 99.02 98.42 99.02 99.00 98.56 99.02

B1 98.60 97.39 99.02 99,01 96.77 99.02 98.95 97.71 98.97

B2 98.35 97.57 99.02 99.02 96.49 99.02 98.94 97.82 98.99

B3 98.50 96.89 99.02 98.99 96.44 99.02 98.90 97.38 98.92

B4 78.54 38.85 90.50 98.04 91.48 98.59 85.18 71.77 97.19

B5 78.30 37.81 90.43 98.09 91.34 98.62 84.98 70.79 96.87

B6 78.55 39.41 91.11 98.10 94.77 98.62 85.40 72.76 97.10

C1 96.70 93.44 99.02 98.78 96.38 99.02 97.65 93.87 98.56

C2 96.98 91.42 99.02 98.59 95.53 99.02 97.65 92.88 98.49

Table 9 Correct Sentence rates of VoIP packet by flow for case CA7 in scenario S2

Flow AQM Schemes

RED RED RED AVQ AVQ AVQ REM REM REM

DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel DropTail DropFront DropSel

A1 95.73 94.78 97.08 97.08 93.79 97.08 96.85 95.06 96.98

A2 96.20 94.73 97.08 97.08 95.38 97.08 97.00 95.68 97.08

B1 95.90 92.49 97.08 97.08 90.84 97.08 96.88 93.26 96.90

B2 95.08 93.11 97.08 97.08 90.41 97.08 96.85 93.66 97.03

B3 95.55 91.04 97.08 96.98 90.41 97.08 96.70 92.36 96.78

B4 53.92 18.91 76.47 94.71 78.95 95.88 76.27 57.07 92.96

B5 53.52 18.86 76.72 94.86 78.47 96.05 75.79 56.67 92.21

B6 54.09 19.86 78.02 94.81 86.31 96.00 76.20 57.84 93.01

C1 90.61 82.85 97.08 96.28 89.74 97.08 93.06 83.37 95.70

C2 91.46 78.80 97.08 95.75 87.81 97.05 92.86 81.62 95.50

end-to-end intelligibility besides of providing previously re-
ported network level improvements.

5 Conclusions

To prevent network congestion, active queue management
has been widely investigated. As a result, a number of in-
teresting schemes have been proposed. In general terms,
if different types of traffic (responsive and unresponsive
sources) share the output AQM queue, they should be dis-
tinguished and differently processed. In general terms, the
fairness and the final end-to-end subjective quality depend
on the adopted victim selection procedure.

In this paper, we evaluate how the network performance
(packet delay and loss rate) can be improved, in terms of
both objective and subjective measurements, by simply ob-
serving and selecting the network traffic class to penalize for
preventing congestion.

With this aim in mind, we have devised a straightforward
scheme to be applied in AQM schemes. The proposed ap-
proach considers the congestion control demands of the ap-
plication. In particular, we put forward a simple procedure
for selecting the packet to be dropped at the AQM router.
To detect the traffic that causes the congestion, we provide
an algorithm which identifies the traffic class that will be
accordingly penalized. Among the simulated approaches of
reference, we experimentally prove that the proposed algo-
rithm provides fairness and improves the end-to-end quality.

The proposed scheme, referred to as Drop-Sel, is eval-
uated in conjunction with a set of relevant AQM schemes:
RED, REM, AVQ. To provide evaluations with other cutting-
the-edge schemes, PUNSI is also simulated. We have con-
sidered a number of scenarios with different topologies and
traffic loads, in which both UDP and TCP flows are gener-
ated to share the limited network resources. In our simula-
tions, different traffic sources and destinations are included
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at diverse locations in order to provide a wide range of pos-
sibilities. The experiments performed showed that Drop-Sel
achieves a significant fairness improvement.

For multimedia traffic, and particularly for VoIP, we be-
lieve that achieving an excellent low-level QoS might be
useless if this is not correlated to the (high-level) end user’s
satisfaction. Accordingly, to complete the evaluation we
subjectively measured the benefits of adopting the proposed
scheme. In this case, the E-model is used for evaluation
purposes. Specifically, we estimated the MOS score under
a wide range of experimental conditions. Additionally, we
also show that for VoIP traffic the proposed scheme (Drop-
Sel) also improves the end-user intelligibility. This is shown
by adopting a methodology based on end-to-end automatic
speech recognition measurements.

In summary, this work has demonstrated how our light-
weight victim selection algorithm can provide both a fair
service to VoIP and other types of UDP traffic, without
harming the TCP throughput. In cases in which the VoIP
traffic is not the predominant, Drop-Sel also raises the per-
ceptual quality of the VoIP flows, both the MOS and the in-
telligibility scores, and benefits the TCP sources. If the VoIP
traffic prevails, VoIP traffic is penalized accordingly in order
to keep the fairness.
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